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By now, members will be well into their musical 
activities for 2011;  orchestras will have played 
at least their first concerts and be working on 
repertoire for further events.  No doubt you will 
have found some music that you’d like to play 
over and over and some you’d be quite happy to 
put on the back shelf with the silverfish. 

It’s disappointing that the year is too short to 
perform all the music we’d like.  It takes too 
much time to prepare it all to concert standard 
and there are simply not enough performance 
opportunities. 

Or perhaps your orchestra cannot access all the 
music it would like.  New material has to be 
sourced, purchased, transported and delivered – 
quite an expense of money and time.  Does it 
have to be so? 

Inter-orchestral music loans. 
Every orchestra has a library of interesting 
music which once played may well sit on the 
library shelf for 10-15 years before its time 
comes again.  Why not give it a working holiday 
in Auckland or Perth!  Conversation between 
FAME members from different orchestras is 
often about the great piece which We’ve just 
played and that You would really love… 

There is no legal impediment to borrowing 
music scores and parts.  Your orchestra can lend 
or hire its music (originals, not photocopies) 
without any breach of the copyright laws, and 
this is a simple and practical example of the 
function and spirit of FAME.  Instead of paying 
quite significant sums to purchase a score and 
set of parts, if the work can be borrowed from 
another orchestra the expense is reduced to the 

postage for one large envelope from interstate 
containing the Full Score and a set of parts.   
Orchestras distribute players’ parts in .pdf 
format as usual, the conductor uses the full score 
and the package of originals is returned after the 
concert. For the system to work legally it 
definitely requires the physical lending of the 
music – it would have to be posted, received, 
and be present at the borrower’s performance. 

All this lending scheme requires to make it 
feasible is for orchestras to provide a catalogue 
of their holdings (or at least of the scores/parts 
they are willing to lend) to a central database, 
then we can all use it as a source of music.  It’s a 
very simple system, particularly if the music can 
be accessed in .pdf form for musical directors to 
have a browse through.   The risk of loss in 
postage can be minimised and an electronic scan 
and backup storage of the original music by its 
owner is a legitimate activity. 

If there is interest, then the orchestral librarians 
will need to have an electronic catalogue that 
can be easily entered into a standardised FAME 
database.  Probably MS Excel would be the 
simplest program for everyone to use and a 
simple listing of instrumentation, duration, style 
etc. would provide enough basic information for 
would-be borrowers. 

And how do we make time for all this music? 
Robert Schulz has just started a “read-through 
evening” with WAMO to look at music beyond 
the year’s selected concert repertoire, and to try 
out other music - his (and others’) new 
compositions, music picked up in shops in 
Europe or at FAME Festivals, sent as gifts or 
“on spec” etc. and the several hundreds of 
pieces already in the extensive WAMO library.   

No doubt we’ll be kept posted on this initiative, 
which I for one am looking forward to.  More 
music-making!   

So let’s hear from members about establishing a 
music lending scheme – please tell your 
Regional Reps your opinions and if the idea is 
good, let’s get on with it! 

Robert Kay, FAME President
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Editor's Note: As the MMO's former Music 
Librarian I can report that quite a few years ago the 
MMO developed and has since maintained an 
electronic database listing the music in the MMO's 
music library by composer, title, genre, number, 
soloists (if any), which parts if any are missing (it's 
surprising and depressing how this has happened 
over the past 40+ years!), whether the score and/or 
parts are originals or just photocopies or purely in 
electronic format. Admittedly it's now not fully up-
to-date but compared to the original task of 
entering the information of over 800 compositions 
adding more recent works won't be a problem... 
when we get around to it! Currently all works in 
our repertoire are being scanned into PDF format 
for easy uploading to a secure page on the MMO's 
website for players to download and print 
themselves which makes it no longer the Music 
Librarian's task to print off numerous copies of all 
the music in our current repertoire and cart them to 
rehearsals for distribution. We are well on our way 
to scanning all the music in our library so that it is 
literally backed up and therefore much more secure 
than in paper format. I would encourage all 
orchestra's Music Librarians to encompass this 
technology!
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Auckland Mandolinata Orchestra 

(Sorry but no report sent. However Diana 
Grant-Mackie has sent a separate article 
for our readers - see later on in this 
edition.) 

Canberra Mandolin Orchestra 

A highlight performance for the CMO since 
the last issue was a Mother’s Day concert at 
the Canberra’s Wesley Music Centre for the 
Taiwanese Association.  

Joining a number of other Canberra 
performers in an afternoon concert, we 
played the three arrangements of Chinese 
songs that were a feature of the Auckland 
FAME festival. We were very pleased to 
have flautist Emily Powrie join us. 

Since the last issue, the CMO has moved 
rehearsal venue - this time to the Italo-
Australian Club in Canberra’s leafy Forrest 
suburb. The move ensures a ground floor 
room with no stairs, plenty of pasta and 
pizza and beer on tap. 

Since the last issue we have welcome two 
new faces – first mandolinist Anita och Sop 
Petersson and guitarist Grant Morrison 
(who can also play mandolin).  

We recently held our AGM and elected a 
new committee and office bearers. They 
are: Sam Leone (president); Louise 
Ibbotson (vice-president); Ian Bull 
(secretary); Gary Floyd (treasurer); and 
committee members Heather Powrie, John 
Furlonger and Geoffrey Nelson. Members 
expressed a warm thanks to the outgoing 
committee and a hearty cheer for the new! 
  We are preparing for a couple of interesting 
performing opportunities in the next couple 
of months and conductor Michael Sollis 
continues to fine tune our playing in 
preparation for more recording and a 
planned CD launch later in the year.  

Sam Leone 

Concordia   

Despite, or perhaps because, it was a cold 
and wintery Melbourne day, Concordia’s 
most recent concert for family and friends 
was very well attended. We were delighted 
to have mezzo soprano Fiona Keys singing 
with us again, this time performing  
‘Hymne A L’Amou’ by Monnot (arr 
Hawkins),’ Voi, che sapete’ by Mozart (arr 
Hawkins), ‘Sposa son disprezzata’ by 
Gasparini (arr Hawkins) and  ‘Habenera’ by 
Bizet. The latter is always a show stopper 
when Fiona sings it, as she searches out the 
gentlemen in the audience in order to flirt 
with them. For this performance however 
there were too few men close handy to 

interact with, so Andrew Evans our Guitar 
section leader was singled out for attention.  

Congratulations to Andrew for not missing 
a note whilst having his hair ruffled by a 
beautiful woman! We enjoyed playing all 
four movements of Charlton’s ‘A Day at the 
Circus’ and judging by the applause, the 
audience enjoyed it as much as we did. For 
the rest of the concert we featured oldies 
but goodies, such as ’Nurenberg 
Doll’ (Adam), ‘Fiesta Del 
Grano’ (Maciocchi), ‘Chanson de 
Matin’ (Elgar arr Hawkins), ‘Suite No4 
(Handel), ‘Spanish Dance’ (Andreyev) 
‘Song of the Falling Leaves’ (Takahashi), 
and several others.  

Not resting on our laurels, Concordia is 
now busy rehearsing for the next concert to 
be held at the Ewing Memorial Uniting 
church in East Malvern on July 31st at 
2.30pm.  For details of this and future 
concerts please see our website at……….  
http://www.concordiamandolins.org.au/ 

Sue Martin 

COZMO  

It always seems, when the call for articles 
comes from Danny, that we’ve done little 
since the last Plucked Strings. Until one 
starts to write… 

COZMO performed at Canberra’s 
Southside Autumn Fair on Saturday 30 
April in the Weston Creek Community 
Centre. The fair is a market-style event, 
with our audience perusing happy pants, 
home-made preserves and garden 
produce while listening. While being a 
relaxed performance, this kind of event 
can often be very useful, leading to 
other bookings. The market attendees 
enjoyed a selection ranging from Bach 
to Italian favourites Funiculi and Santa 
Lucia and introduced new member Zhi 
Zhao on accordion in Volodya 
Savitsky’s arrangement of the Volga 
Boatmen. 

We were invited to play at the annual 
fund-raiser concert on 28 May, organized 
by the MAPW Medical Association for the 
Prevention of War and held at the Kingston 
Baptist Church complex.  Attendees, apart 
from buying tickets to the event, each 
brought a plate to share so that all feasted 
heartily during the evening.  A variety of 
performers covered the gamut of musical 
offerings, from a female duo performing 
Latin American tunes to a brass quintet 
playing Purcell, a cellist presenting Bach 
suites and local ukulele enthusiasts TUGS 
(Tuggeranong Ukulele Gang).  Our 
program included Corelli’s Funf 
Tanzstucke, Dvorak’s Humoresque, Robert 
Schulz’s Dance and finished off with a 

rousing version of Altoff’s Polonaise. Ours 
was the final performance of the evening, 
with the shimmering tremolo sounds of 
mandolins, combining with the arpeggios 
of the guitars and the deep resonances of 
the bass carrying beautifully in the old 
stone church setting.  An audience member 
was heard saying to his friends as we 
packed up that the organisers had “left the 
best to last”. All in all, an entertaining night 
of music, and for a good cause. 

And for interest, a new addition to 
the COZMO fold J  

Col Bernau 
President COZMO 

Mandolins D'Amour 

Mandolins D'Amour had a busy few 

months  leading up to our May Concert. 
Sasho Dimitrov, a Bulgarian mandolin 
soloist was visiting his family in Melbourne 
and came to our rehearsals with some new 
music for MDA by Sartori, his own 
Concerto and a Bulgarian folk dance all of 
which we began to prepare for our concert.  
For those who have not heard Sasho, he 
plays with a clean, clear way with an 
excellent tremolo very much in the Italian 
tradition. He produces a beautiful sound 
 from  a venerable flat back mandolin of 
which he is clearly very fond.   

Sasho played a solo concert at Armadale 
Uniting Church which featured his own 
Concerto, mandolin originals from Arienzo, 

Orchestra Reports

http://www.concordiamandolins.org.au/
http://www.concordiamandolins.org.au/
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Menichetti, Sartori and arrangements of 
works from the classics. He was 
accompanied by Tamara Vassilevitsky on 
piano. The concert was very well received 
and the encores Bulgarian music and 
Zorba's Dance inspired impromptu dancing 
from some members of the audience. We 
had an enjoyable evening. 

But back to Mandolins D'Amour. Two 
months before the concert, it was out with 
the old and in with the new. We 
incorporated most of the music which 
Sasho had given us, except the impossible 
Bilka which we left to a small group to 
play.  The Concert held on 7th of May was 
very enjoyable with a varied program. It 
was played in high spirits and received well 
by the good sized audience. This concert 
traditionally features a section where 
members of MDA may play solos. 

Soloists Program 

Mu’a (Rain) by Van Phung 
Nhan Nguyen mandolin and Sigge 
Cronstedt guitar 

Sinfonia D major 1st Mvmt by Carlo 
Cecere 

Nola Mackay, Annette Baldwin 
mandolins 

Pavane op. 50 .................. Gabriel Faure 
Suzanne Brown, Sigge Cronstedt guitars 
Ode to Joy by L v Beethoven 

Suzanne Brown, David Gregory guitars 
Souvenir D’Espagne by Carlo Munier 

Joan Harris mandolin, David Gregory 
guitar 

Blackbird by J Lennon, P. McCartney 
Holly Brick mandolin and Dan Walker 
guitar 

Bilka by Iliev 
Sasho Dimitrov, Don Marsham, Holly 
Brick Don Gula, David Gregory 

Capriccio by Arienzo, &  
Siciliana by Menichetti 

Sasho Dimitrov, mandolin 

The program was very varied from 18th 
century to Richard Rogers and we also 
played a Suite of Vietnamese songs which 
have been arranged by Peter Evans. We 
also played the lovely Fra i Cipressi which 
Sasho had given us. Helen Marsham 
 organized a lovely supper which was 
provided by orchestra members. 

We are now working towards the 
November Concert preparing works by 
Keith Harris, Robert Schulz, incorporating 
 some of our sucesses from May and 
working in some Christmas Carols. Margo 
Clancy who is tackling PC's head on is 
taking a break  but will return if we need 
her.   

Joan Harris  

Melbourne Mandolin Orchestra 

Since the last edition of Plucked Strings the 
MMO has performed a couple of concerts. 
The first was in St Michael's Church in 
Collins St, Melbourne CBD on March 27th 
featuring brilliant pianist Victoria Bilogan 
performing the Grand Tarantella by Louis 
Gottschalk, and with a widely varied 
program which included Earth Song by the 
late Michael Jackson, and Danish 
composer, Arne Beck-Larsen's mandola 
concerto, the solo mandola part beautifully 
performed by Darryl Barron. 

The second concert was performed on May 
15th in Castlemaine (central Victoria) 
where each year we consistently attract 
very satisfactory audiences in the lovely 
Phee Broadway Hall. Once again we 
performed Arne Beck-Larsen's mandola 
concerto with Darryl playing brilliantly and 
again we had the beautiful Victoria Bilogan 
with us, this time performing Piano 
Concerto in F#min by JS Bach. Another 
feature of this program was "Alfheim", a 
piece composed by our conductor, 
Slava Iourgaev, who also performed the 
solo on viola da gamba! 

The MMO has its next concert on 
September 23rd in Warrbambool, on 
Victoria's western coast, where we will 
share the stage with the Warrnambool 
Symphony Orchestra which is conducted 
by Werner Ruecker, who is well known in 
the mandolin orchestra scene in Australia 
as the son of the MMO's joint founder, 
Josef Ruecker. Werner played classical 
guitar with the MMO for many years and 
also conducted the orchestra for a while 
after his father's death. We are delighted to 
make contact with Werner once again and 
look forward to our weekend of rehearsing 
and performing in Warrnambool! 

There have been some changes happening 
in the MMO since our last report. Jill 
Johnson has stepped down from the 
Leader's chair after many years very 
capably fulfilling this role; Darryl Barron is 
now the MMO's Leader. Jeremy Metha has 
moved into the mandola section and we 
have some new players. Dennis Payne has 
rejoined the orchestra after some time away  
and we have two new mandolin players and 
another guitarist who we expect to be 
joining our performances very soon. And, 
after more than 40 years of rehearsing at 
the Sandy Beach Community Centre, 
we are considering moving to 
another rehearsal venue more 
centrally located  as well as 
changing our rehearsal night from 
Fridays to Mondays...very major 
changes indeed! 

Danny Silver 

Queensland Mandolin Orchestra 

Following the AGM of Mandolins in 
Brisbane earlier this year, the members of 
the exec. have been working hard to 
implement the initiatives agreed to at the 
AGM.  They are gradually being put into 
place.  The first two have started!! 
The orchestra is working on a 5-year plan 
which has prompted the move towards 
change.  To that end the orchestra has taken 
on assistance from an outside expert, Ken 
Gilbert, who is recognized for his many 
talents world-wide.  He has volunteered his 
very valuable time, skills and knowledge to 
assist MIB to set achievable goals for now 
and for the next five years.  Ken has 
experience in working with the Brisbane 
Jazz Club, Queensland Symphony 
Orchestra, and many schools and 
community organizations as well as 
companies, not only in Australia but 
internationally.  His expertise in these areas 
will assist us in developing our new project 
which is to establish the mandolin as part 
of schools music program. 

The second initiative were set down at the 
A.G.M. by our conductor Nathan Aspinall. 
  He saw that there were very good players 
in Queensland who did not have an 
opportunity to play music that would 
challenge them.  Nathan restructured the 
music playing group, with performers 
invited to audition and join – many of 
whom were not active members of MIB.  
Players not using their talents – what a 
waste!!  So now we have two “Orchestras”: 
Queensland Mandolin Orchestra (with 
members coming from as far away as 
Gympie and Hervey Bay) and the existing 
Brisbane Mandolins  The two orchestras 
practise separately, usually different music, 
but can perform together as circumstances 
arise. 

The Inaugural performance of Queensland 
Mandolin Orchestra and Brisbane 
Mandolins will be held at Queen Alexandra 
Home, Old Cleveland Road, Coorparoo on 
Sunday July 18 at 2.30 pm.  We encourage 
you to attend this concert titled   
‘MANDOLINS OLD & NEW’  with 
Brisbane Mandolins starting off the 
afternoon with five dances from Europe, 
followed by the lilting Minuet No. 4 by J.S. 
Bach (from the Lute Suite).  For a complete 
contrast, an amusing composition “A Day 
at the Circus” written in 2009 by 

Orchestra Reports (continued)
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Richard Charlton will be presented, after 
which Brisbane Mandolins will finish their 
segment with the ever-popular “Edelweiss” 
by Richard Rogers. 

Next we introduce “Queensland Mandolin 
Orchestra” who will commence with the 
challenging “Divertimento” composed for 
mandolin in 1954 by Eduardo Angulo, 
followed by Canzona & Fantasia by Marcel 
Wengler.  Our gifted Marissa Carroll will 
then perform the beautiful “Concerto in A 
Major for Mandolin” by G. F. Handel, 
accompanied by the Orchestra. 
For the finale, the combined orchestras will 
perform the “Diamantina Suite” by Keith 
Harris performed at last year’s Q 150 
Celebration. 

This Concert is the forerunner to an even 
bigger event to be held at St. John’s 
Cathedral, Brisbane on Friday 1st October, 
2010.  ‘GARLANDS; - POEMS, SONGS 
AND DANCE’ will be a World Premiere 
with music composed by leading and 
internationally recognised Betty Beath, 
with poems and visuals written and 
arranged by David Cox, a well-known 
author and illustrator.  This musical 
presentation has been influenced by St. 
Francis of Assisi and will appeal to all in 
the community.  The second half of the 
program is influenced by well-known 
songs and dances, most of which are 
arranged for this performance by Stephen 
Lalor, a Sydney-based composer and 
mandolin virtuoso.   In the exquisite 
ambience of St. John’s Cathedral this will 
be a unique performance and experience, 
after which the audience will be 
encouraged to mingle and meet members 
of the Orchestra and composers over a 
chicken and champagne supper. 

PERFORMANCES AND CONCERTS. 

Sunday 18th July 2010 – Queen Alexandra 
House at 2.30pm when we will announce 
the formation of a new support group for 
M.I.B..   Entrance $20.00 includes 
afternoon tea.  Raffle – great prizes! 
(Brisbane Mandolins and Queensland 
Mandolin Orchestra) 

Friday 1st October 2010 – St. John’s 
Cathedral Brisbane at 7.30pm. 
“GARLANDS’ – a Celebration of Poems, 
Songs and Dances,  (Queensland Mandolin 
Orchestra, Choir and soloists) 

Sunday 21st November 2010 – 4MBS 
Studio.  Brisbane Performers Music Club 
has asked us once again, to perform as part 
of their program.  (Brisbane Mandolins) 
Robyn Tindal President MIB 

Sydney Mandolin Orchestra 

A successful ‘tour’ to Mudgee and Gulgong 
– which almost wasn’t!!  

After an on time departure from 
Northbridge and a pleasant ‘pit stop’ at 
Lithgow for morning tea, we looked to be 
well on time for a sound check and brief 
rehearsal, before lunch and getting changed 
into our concert gear at Gulgong Opera 
House.  Not to be!! 

Not far out of Lithgow (but out of mobile 
phone reception) the bus developed on 
overheating problem!! We had no choice 
(at least our driver had no choice!) but to 
‘nurse’ the bus, ever forward!  By the time 
we reached the outskirts of Mudgee (and 
mobile reception!) it was already 10 mins 
before ‘curtain’ time – and we were still 30 
mins way! 

To make matters worse, our guest Bass 
player – who had driven himself because 
he had to return to Sydney that night, was 
waiting for us in Gulgong!!  This was also 
an advantage, as he could explain the 
situation to the increasingly anxious 
organiser (& audience!!).   

To save time when we finally arrived, we 
ate our lunch on the bus (Lynne had had the 
foresight to suggest we bring our own, 
rather than rely on finding somewhere to 
buy it) and then took turns in the makeshift 
‘change room’ at the back of the bus.  

The sound check was brief, the ‘topping 
and tailing’ non-existent – but a well 
appreciated concert followed....Then it was 
back on the bus to Mudgee – for our 2nd 
concert.  The bus had had a chance to cool 
down and although the problem wasn’t 
fixed, a sedate journey was possible.   

This time we had some time for a ‘freshen 
up’, a bite to eat and then a short trip to The 
Town Hall Theatre in Mudgee;  another 
well appreciated and attended concert, with 
a lavish supper laid on for us (and the 
audience!) afterwards. 

Sunday morning saw us refreshed and 
ready for our sightseeing tour, by a very 
entertaining and informative lady from the 
tourist office – our bus was able to do this, 
but another was on its way to take us back 
to Sydney.   After lunch in a local bakery, 
we visited Pieter van Gent winery (famous 
for its White Port) and a bit more luggage 
was added to the bus for the trip home! 
A tried, but satisfied troupe of mandolin 
and guitar players, a conductor & assorted 
hangers on, arrived back at Northbridge 
only a little later than expected.  A great 
weekend was had by all! 

Coming up is 
our annual 
concert for the 
Mosman Music 
Club.  This year 
the Mosman 
Daily did a 
feature article 
on Hilda (our 
oldest member- 
94 years) and 
Jacques (our 
youngest, & 
newest, 
member-14 
years).  Most of 
you know 
Hilda, but 
maybe don’t 
know that she 

started playing mandolin in Czechoslavakia 
when she was 7 years old, encouraged by 
her parents.  She migrated to New Zealand 
first and then to Australia, in her 20’s, and 
for 40 years didn’t play – life was too busy!  
When she joined the orchestra, in 1968, it 
all came back and she’s been playing with 
SMO ever since. 

WAMO 

Orchestra Reports (continued)
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On the 22nd May this year WAMO presented 
its first full program for the year at our home 
at the Rhein-Donau Club to an almost 
capacity audience.  

The day was fine and we gathered for a final 
run through and set up at 1 PM. Everyone in 
WAMO tended to their tasks in organising 
our seating and raffle draw, the lighting and 
sound system, the greeting of friends and 
relatives, finally gathering in the Club House 
for a final tune up. (These days not the 
difficulty it once was with the introduction 
of electronic tuning devices. The only issue 
is the leaving-on of the flashing screen 
whilst on stage!). 

Our program featured 4 of the scores 
purchased whilst in Europe last year – it was 
duly noted and acknowledged that, it was 
one year to the day we set off for our 
European tour. 
Opening with El Relicario a bright Mexican 
song we then performed for the first time 
Traumbilder  by Rainer Vollmann – a set of 
6 short pieces linked by a short text taking 

us through the differing hours of a day on 
the coast. These contemporary pieces were 
very well received and were originally 
conceived as a guitar quartet. These are very 
approachable and tuneful pieces. Followed 
by Nostalgia a short Russian folk tune. 
Robert’s Habanera brought down the 
excitement of the dynamic Russian folk tune 
by calming the audience with its slow and 
graceful rhythms.  

The second of our new scores called 
Divertimento Capriccioso by Mirko 
Schrader added just the right degree of 
newness in terms of harmonies and rhythms. 
The forceful first movement was broken by 
the recitative like short solo passages and 
provided opportunity for a full sound from 
the orchestra. The second movement  
Melancolia included an exciting rhythmic 
section vying the firsts against the seconds 
with some wonderful harmonies. The third 
movement was saved for a future 
performance for reasons only the conductor 
knows. 

WAMO then introduced their special guest 
performer on stage in Emily Gelineau, an 11 
year old violinist. She whipped through the 
Ritual Fire Dance by De Falla, then 
reappeared to open the second half playing 
Robert’s Violin Sonata. The effect on the 
audience was dramatic to say the least. With 
Emily perched on a dais, she soared through 
the piece from memory and was thoroughly 
at ease in front of both the orchestra and 
audience. We wish the best for Emily’s 
future having decided very early in her life 
on an activity that gives her great pleasure. 

Jacques, on the other hand has only joined the orchestra this year.  He is in Year 9 at Mosman HS and has recently toured with the school’s 
band and ensemble to USA, including playing at Disneyland and Universal Studios. Sometimes he’s not able to make it to our rehearsals 
because of conflicting school commitments or if no one to give him a lift (it’s pretty hard to take a double bass on the bus!) but we don’t 
mind - we’re very happy to see him whenever he can make it. 

Kath Kench

Orchestra Reports (continued)
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Obituary - Eric Gross

This work was followed by Avignon Suite 
by Fried Walter in his own intimate writing 
style which demands each section of the 
orchestra step up to the line. Gavotte-
Serenade by Amadei Amadeo presented a 
more traditional work to round off the 
program before the draw of the raffle. 

Following the lead of the long-time Rhein-
Donau Club members’ trait for raffles at 
their concerts, WAMO also drew 11 prizes 
the first of which was a guitar donated by 
Harry Baker (semi-acoustic steel string with 
case) which went to one of WAMO orchestra 

members Sylvia Vong. There was no 
hesitation when Sylvia realised her ticket 
was the first out of the box. She almost 
broke her mandola in her haste to get to the 
prize table! 

Next on the agenda is a small concert at a 
local High School together with and for, 
their guitar students. This is a strategy 
WAMO is pursuing in order to glean more 
young guitarists. Once each ensemble 
presents its program we perform together 
some movements from Wolki’s Suite no 2. 
By all accounts the young students are 

eagerly awaiting this event and were most 
enthusiastic after our first rehearsal some 
weeks ago. The concert is being staged on a 
Wednesday evening which is WAMO’s 
normal rehearsal night so no excuses for not 
being available. 

We now start working for our Spring concert 
in September which will see the very first 
appearance of our Youth Mandolin Orchestra 
so wait for details on this one. Further new 
works purchased in Europe will be 
presented. 

Robert Schulz 

Orchestra Reports (continued)

A Reflection by Michael Hooper on 20 April, 2011 
  
It is accurate to say that I grew up with Eric Gross’s music. Indeed, some of my earliest musical memories are 
of his music being rehearsed, quite literally in the room above mine, where the Sydney Mandolins (led by my 
father Adrian Hooper) came together. The group first commissioned him in 1983 (I was five at the time). 
Over the next three decades Gross composed another seventy works for the Sydney Mandolins, expanding 
immeasurably the mandolin’s repertoire. Such statistics point to the close collaboration between the ensemble 
and the composer, but more significantly indicate Gross’s generosity as a composer. 
  As a mandolinist my technique was honed through his music: this is a debt that I am fortunate to owe, since 
his music was composed specifically for the instrument’s capabilities with thorough attention and care. The 
challenges that he set were carefully calculated, defining new idioms for the instrument. Especially 
significant are his set of ten (and a half) solo Cadenzas that he composed between 1986 and 2007. They are, 
for example, the first set of works to make full use of the instrument’s dynamic range – ‘the mandolin has a very large dynamic range, at 
the quieter end of the spectrum,’ he would say. Writing solo works specifically enabled the full range to be used, and some of Gross’s 
mandolin music is very very quiet. His rhythmic language – the figure of a semi-quaver followed by dotted quaver in particular – makes 
the most of the tremolo-sforzando. This in turn prompted changes to the way in which the plectrum is used, to make his sudden variations 
in dynamic level more dramatic, and his early cadenzas are the first works for mandolin to specify the angle at which the plectrum plucks 

the string. 
  I am fortunate that some of the later Cadenzas were written for me; the subtitle of 
Cadenza IX for bass guitar (‘no problems for Michael’) is very much indicative of 
his sense of humour, since it challenged me then as it does still. Indeed, one of the 
great strengths of his music is that its challenges are not easily exhausted: his 
‘easier’ pieces as much as his ‘difficult’ works remain fresh to new interpretations. 
In the studio, the inevitable difficulties that one faces when recording his music 
were always greeted with his benevolent smile, the educator in him enjoying the 
struggle that leads to better work. Although he had retired by the time I arrived in 
the Music Department of the University of Sydney, he was nevertheless a 
significant figure in my education. His support of my musical endeavours is very 
much prized. 

I have uploaded some of the recordings he made of Eric’s music. Go to http://drmichaelhooper.com/?page_id=8 and do a quick 'find' for Eric Gross with Adrian Hooper during rehearsals at the last Sydney FAME Festival

“Final Plea to Composers” 

Thinking about my previous two letters to the FAME membership 
on this subject, (November 2009 and August 2010) I have finally 
arrived at a solution to the problem of how to compose/arrange 
well for the inner voices  -  especially MII 
I've now realised that the major problem for MII is competing for 
volume on the lower strings of a small instrument with the upper 
strings of a much larger and louder instrument at the same pitch - 
the mandola.  

If MII is to be more than a general mumble in the background it 
needs to have parts written where it can be heard and can 
contribute to the music. This is much closer to the MI range, and 

should be used for harmony and alternate melodic playing (as in 
the Boccherini Guitar Quintets). MII players should also have 
access to position playing for technical improvement;.perhaps 
high position playing could be optional with insecure players 
playing an octave below. 

I’d be interested to have any feedback  -  perhaps we could start a 
discussion? 
Please email me at  
jill.johnson@tpg.com.au 

Sincerely, 
Jill Johnson (MI now, but I haven’t forgotten 
the MIIs!)

Letter To The Editor

http://drmichaelhooper.com/?page_id=8
http://drmichaelhooper.com/?page_id=8
mailto:jill.johnson@tpg.com.au
mailto:jill.johnson@tpg.com.au
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On behalf of the FAME 2012 Festival 
Committee,the time is now upon us to 
begin encouraging all and sundry to give 
thought to coming to Perth for the next 
FAME Festival from the 8th to the 15th 
July 2012. 

Let me begin by saying to everyone, in 
the September issue of Plucked Strings 
we will include application forms and 
more detailed information for your 
consideration.  

We have booked one of the University of 
Western Australia student colleges for 
our accommodation requirements. This is 
situated right on Stirling Highway about 
10 minutes from Pert City by bus and 20 
minutes from Fremantle in the opposite 
direction. The venue provides our rooms, 
meals, rehearsal venue, in house concert 
venues and social rooms.  

There are several new aspects of our 
Festival we think will attract even the 
most hardened Festival goers. 

WAMO will present an opening concert 
on Sunday 8th to welcome all and kick 
things off with a one hour program from 
their eclectic repertoire. It is hoped the 
West Australian Youth Mandolin 
Orchestra (WAYMO) will make its debut 
performance.  

The committee has invited (and these 
invites have been accepted) two overseas 
conductors who will share the weeks 
work load. They are Mark Davis from 
America and Marco Ludmann from 
Holland. They have each been allocated a 
major work as part of the end of week 
concert. Mark will conduct Rob Kay’s 
new work “Poems from the Fridge’ for 
choir and orchestra. Mark has seen the 
score and is looking forward to working 
with both choir and orchestra. Marco will 
present Robert Schulz’s ‘Symphony of 
Seasons’ a half hour work in 6 
movements based on the concept of the 
six seasons as understood and 
acknowledged by the indigenous Nungar 

peoples of Perth. This work calls for 
large orchestra oboe, timpani, and 
percussion and was premiered in Japan in 
November 2007. 

Together with these works other pieces 
have been proposed which will interest 
and hopefully please the participants.  

The weeks roster has been drafted and 
consideration given to amount of time 
spent rehearsing both the Festival 
Orchestra and for in house concerts, 
relaxing, sightseeing, workshops, and of 
course eating.  

To date the committee has had 
expressions of interest from players from 
Japan, France, Holland, New Zealand, 
and Melbourne.   

Robert Schulz 

Get Ready for the Perth International FAME Festival July 2012!

HELPING NEW PLAYERS LEARN 

Requests had been coming in through our 
website and music shops from adults 
interested in playing the mandolin. 
Having been one of those myself, I 
offered to show beginners the elements of 
basic techniques of mandolin playing. 

I was lucky to have had access to 
valuable people at critical times. John 
Flameling taught me basic techniques, 
along with really interesting 
philosophical views on pedagogy and 
practice and Lynne Sue ran the training 
group and became concertmaster adding 
key mandolin orchestral principles to 
John’s teaching. Bryan Holden as MD 
widens our musical knowledge further 
again.  And now the learners keep me 
aware of my own playing. 

Was I nervous with those first learners?  
Graham (alias) knew far more than I did 
about music. He played guitar to Grade 7 
and he had a lovely gentle touch to his 
mandolin. Once he grasped picking 
techniques I could not teach him any 
more than he could teach himself. Sadly 
for us he has a young family to whom he 
is committed but maybe when he does 
come to play with us one day we know he 
will be a dedicated player.  Other learners 
have fallen by the wayside but others are 
still finding out their capabilities. 

So far we have four new players from 
four different countries, Italy, 
Switzerland, Australia, Netherlands, (see 
photo – mandola player Riet, absent) who 

steadfastly picked up mandolin 
techniques in their own way. Everyone 
could read music at different levels and 
of course those who had been learning 
music longer were able to pick up the 
techniques more easily. And those who 
steadfastly and doggedly practised 
consistently and conscientiously forged 
on to become good players and are now a 
valuable asset to the orchestra. 

The first activity was to practise putting 
the notes onto the mandolin. While one or 
two knew where those notes were, from 
previous musical experience, they also 
learned posture and relaxation that helped 
with stamina.  An orchestra of alert 
musicians looks good.  

The next step was to concentrate on good 
pick techniques, keeping timing clicking 
along with a metronome so slow that 
there is time to think – LH, RH, Pick!! – 
keeping good techniques and getting 
clear clean notes and only then 
gradually increasing the pace.  
Monotonous? But a good technique for 
learning new orchestra pieces. J 

How to keep monotony out of learning?  
Adults are different from children and 
want to make progress fast and get into 
the orchestra because that is their 
reason for all the activity. AMO has a 
base pack of music with pieces like 
galloping gavottes that sound pretty 
good played in two parts and VERY 
SLOWLY.  And then of course we have 
to learn something Italian! Santa Lucia 

has everything in it – single pick, up/
down, emphasis and stop/start tremolo 
and staccato – and play two parts and it is 
the real thing!!  It is orchestra music.  
Cool!! 

Teaching anything is about learning for 
both students and teachers.  As John’s 
student I learned that all music is music.  
There is just some music I like better than 
others. As a teacher I learn what others 
enjoy, and acknowledge their tastes. I 
believe playing music is about 
communicating, most times with others 
but also communicating with oneself.  
Everyone, even the newest player has 
something to contribute to the beautiful 
music that their mandolin orchestra 
produces. 

Diana Grant-Mackie  
Auckland Mandolinata
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Which one to use?  

A series about stopping – and starting again at the right moment – on the mandolin 

Instalment 4 by Keth Harris 

The story so far… 

During a video lesson recently, a friend in Glasgow (he was in Glasgow, I was in Germany...) asked me a few things about 
measure 3 (see Figure 1) of the mandolin concerto by Johann Adolf Hasse (1699 – 1783).  

Fig. 1 

In Instalment 3 (in March 2011 edition of Plucked Strings), we examined several aspects of this extract but omitting the grace 
note for the time being. We ended up with this solution (the fingering is mine): 

Fig. 2 

Our main subject this time is the grace note we deliberately left out then. 

1.I could start the discussion by describing how the grace note should sound. I prefer to leave this till later, however, and 
instead to invite you go through some physical sequences (exercises, if you prefer that word), which, with a bit of luck, will 
equip you to carry out the acciaccatura1 easily and correctly.  

The first exercise is static – it’s to do with holding a certain position, a little like a yoga posture. It shouldn’t be very 
strenuous, but try to relax into it, so that you exert as little energy as possible. 

Carefully stop all three notes in Fig. 3 with the fingers indicated and continue holding them all down for around 10 seconds. 
Have a short rest and then repeat this a few times. You can gradually increase the time over a number of days if you like a 
challenge, but it should never get unpleasant – you’re not trying to win a bet. Please make the slight effort that may be 
required to finger the note A with the pinkie (some people do it very easily). Important: If anything hurts or gets 
uncomfortable, just stop! Don’t be a hero! 

Fig. 3 

Whereas the exercise in Figure 3 is static – a holding exercise – Figure 4 is dynamic (involving movement).  
Very important: Once you have fingered a note, leave the finger comfortably but firmly in place until there is a musical reason 
to raise it. 

Fig. 4 

Please play Figure 4 slowly and regularly five or six times, or until you feel very comfortable with it, before you go on. 

Whereas my Scottish friend – like most mandolin players – had initially tried to play the grace note with a stroke of the 
plectrum, the appropriate way is a left-hand plucking technique often called a pull-off, which we now examine: 

1 There are various sorts of grace notes – notes that add grace or interest to the music.  
  This particular sort is a crushed note. 
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Fig. 5 

Please practise Figure 5 until you feel very comfortable with the pull-off technique. If you know classical guitarists, ask them to 
show you how they do it. It’s a standard part of their technique, and they usually do it very well. Of course, it’s also standard in 
bluegrass and Celtic music among other forms. 

Then try the short exercises in Figure 6. Practise each one until you feel confident before going on to the next one. Each 
successive exercise shortens the length (time it lasts for) of the note A. Make sure you are stopping with all the fingers 1, 2 and 4 
before you make the stroke. Notice that there is no plectrum stroke for G – it is sounded by the pull-off. The next stage would be 
to make the pull-off straight away after you have played A – to crush the A into G. 

Fig. 6 

The next exercise (Figure 7) leaves out the pull-off, but trains the hand (and the mind) in preparation for it. 

Fig. 7 

Please be careful of two things in particular: 
1. Carry out the stroking exactly as indicated and with complete consistency. 
2. Accent the note A as indicated by the sign – but don’t overdo it! 

A little closer to reality: 

Fig. 8 

Please make sure you keep applying the principles we have practised so far. 
Almost there! 

Fig. 9 

In fact, the plectrum hand does exactly the same things in this exercise as with Figure 8. You need to maintain the presence of 
mind to pluck the G with the left pinkie instead of the plectrum – the “X” indicates the pull-off. If you experience a strong urge to 
strike the note with the plectrum (and some people do!), suppress it consciously.3 The best insurance that you do things correctly 
is to practise very slowly! If need be, interrupt the flow before an accident happens; afterwards is really too late, because your 
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brain will have already at some level remembered the wrong pattern. The metronome indication is only a rough guide, and is mainly 
intended to remind you to be conscious of tempo. The best speed at first is very slow! 

If you are successful with Figure 9, you’ve practically mastered the technique. Figure 10 indicates almost the correct execution of measure 3 
of the Hasse. We have written it using crotchets instead of quavers and quavers instead of semiquavers etc. to make it a little easier on the 
eyes, which is why it appears as two bars instead of one. 

Fig. 10 

A further refinement gets us practically to the actual solution. It can look a little daunting when written out as in Figure 11, but it’s really not 
very hard. You see, to be correct about the acciaccatura, it should fast, which simply means you should do the pull-off immediately after you 
strike the A. The G will then sound a little earlier and ring a little longer than in Figure 10, but the other notes will come at exactly the 
accustomed time. 

Fig. 11 

Or to use the original note values: 

Fig. 12 

It does indeed look a bit complicated in this form, don’t you think? Hasse must have thought so too, 250 years ago, and that’s why he chose 
to write it as: 

Fig. 13 

Figure 13 is certainly visually less complicated than Figure 12, but one has to know what it means – and there is a lot of confusion about 
how to treat the little notes. The notes (and the way of writing) are from the composer. The suggestions for fingering and stroking – and the 
explanations – are from me.  

One last comment: The sign over the final D in Figure 13 came into use only around 30 years ago. It means to play an up-stroke on only one 
of the pair of strings. You should try to make this note a little softer, as a resolution of the tension created by the C#, which is a written-out 
grace note, in this case an appoggiatura or leaning note – C# leans into D. 

Oh, and my friend Eddie just couldn’t stop expressing his surprise at how easy (and successful!) it was to use the pinkie as suggested… 

(A special offer: upon request, I’m happy to send you by email sound files of some of the music examples.) 

Keith Harris, Marburg, 2011. 

(Editor's Note: Readers of Plucked Strings should be grateful to Keith Harris for his hard work and generosity in providing these extremely 
helpful lessons which we can practice at our leisure to improve our technique as plucked string players.) 
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Commissioning A Mandolin 
This article is about my recent experience of commissioning 
a luthier to make me a flatback mandolin with a beautiful 
tone and a very powerful sound, and was written to 
encourage any readers who are passionate about getting a 
beautiful sound from their instrument to consider making the 
financial sacrifice to commission a luthier to make them the 
best possible instrument.

It's a sad fact that the majority of musicians purchase and 
play instruments which are mass produced in factories and 
which sound more or less the same as the previous or the 
next on the production line. No matter how nice a factory-
made acoustic instrument may sound, it's well known that a 
hand-made instrument carefully designed and meticulously 
crafted by a skilled instrument maker from high quality 
materials will sound much better. Unfortunately the cost of a 
unique hand-made instrument is usually several times that 
of even a top-of-the-line instrument made by a major 
instrument manufacturer such as Yamaha, Buffet, etc and 
this may make them unaffordable to all but the well-
heeled or those prepared to scrimp and save 
towards a unique instrument.

For the past year or so I had been quietly 
considering getting a mandolin after 
nearly a decade of playing the mandola 
with the Melbourne Mandolin 
Orchestra. I've always loved the 
mellow tones of this instrument and 
after all this time it still presents 
many challenges!  Nevertheless I 
had been developing some interest 
in playing the mandolin as well but I 
never actually set about looking 
around to buy one. As I had no 
experience with this instrument I was 
uncertain about how to go about 
choosing one. 

I DID have quite a bit of experience 
with choosing guitars however! As an 
eager classical guitarist with many years 
experience I felt that I had "outgrew" my 
mass-produced guitar by the mid 1980s and 
was keen to buy a top-quality instrument. While 
I had the opportunity to buy a top-of-the-line 
Ramirez concert guitar, I was more interested in the idea of 
buying an Australian-made instrument and my then teacher 
recommended that I consider commissioning a guitar from a 
local luthier he knew. Commissioning an instrument was an 
entirely new concept for me and I had some concerns about 
getting a "pig in a poke" by committing my hard-earned 
dollars for an unseen and untried instrument. However I 
rang the luthier who had been recommended, Richard 
Howell, and was reassured by his promise that if I didn't like 
the instrument after its completion he would not hold me to 
paying for it, mainly because he had a very strong following 
in the United States and could sell twice as many 
instruments as he could make! So I took the plunge and 
asked him to make me a classical guitar.

About two weeks later, when I received the call that it was 
completed I drove nearly 3 hours to Richard's home in 
Mornington in a state of extreme excitement and 
anticipation. I need not have been worried because from the 
very first strum of this beautiful instrument I was in love and 
nobody would ever prise this instrument from my hands. Or 
so I thought! About two years later I was devastated when 
this instrument was stolen from the back of my 
stationwagon. However I knew that it was well insured so 
immediately after reporting the theft to the police, I rang 
Richard to ask him to make me an equally beautiful 
instrument. So I was "hooked" on the idea of commissioning 
an instrument and hopefully, by the time you finish reading 
this article some of you will be sufficiently motivated to ask a 
luthier you know to make an instrument for you. Now, we 
move forward by about 2 decades!

In January this year I attended the FAME Festival in 
Auckland and thoroughly enjoyed this week of playing music 
with lots of friends! I discovered that one of the Queensland 
players, Annette Huth, was a professional luthier and, as 
she was the first female luthier I'd met, I was curious about 
her background and her work. She eventually asked if I was 
interested to try out the mandolin she'd made for herself, 

only the fifth she'd ever made and of course I jumped at 
the opportunity! Her instrument was a lovely flatback A-

style mandolin with a pretty floral inlay and it played 
with a beautiful sweet tone and great resonance. I 
was very impressed with the instrument although I 
wouldn't have chosen that design of inlay for 
myself. She then showed me the mandolin she 
had made before her current instrument and 
which she had sold to another Queensland player 
who was also at the Festival. This instrument, a 
bit older and with a less ornate inlay, had an even 
more impressive sound. Although I hadn't gone 
to Auckland with the intention to buy or 
commission a mandolin, I was at that moment 
certain that she was the right person to make me 
a new mandolin. 

I asked Annette about her career, how she made 
mandolins and where she sourced timbers. I 

eventually popped the question - "would you make 
me a mandolin" to which she agreed without any 

hesitation. We then discussed the price and I wondered 
if she had already thought about this because her answer 

came back fairly quickly. I won't divulge the price here but I 
thought it was very fair considering what was involved: 
expensive timbers, many hours of careful woodworking, and 
application of her great experience and feeling for acoustic 
tonewoods.

When I got back to Victoria I sent her an email confirming 
that I wanted to commission her to make me a mandolin.

She responded enthusiastically and over the next few 
weeks using email we discussed the types of wood she 
could use in making the instrument and aspects of the 
design of the inlay for the pickguard and the armrest. She 
eventually sent photos of the timbers she'd received from a 
luthier supply in America and asked me to choose the 
soundboard timbers. Over the next two months she sent me 
many photos of the work in progress and often had 
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questions regarding how I wanted her to do this or that bit of 
decoration - she was concerned to fulfil my request that the 
design avoid excessive decorative elements; it was 
fascinating to pore over these photos to see how she 
crafted the instrument. 
Indeed there were many processes some of which I've 
listed:

• first making forms around which the new mandolin was 
to be constructed,

• joining the two mirrored halves of the soundboard and 
the back

• making the carefully shaped internal blocks to which the 
sides and the neck were attached

• creating the laminated neck and headstock with a 
hidden carbon fibre insert to add extra rigidity

• bending the sides
• creating the bend in the soundboard to add extra 

strength
• attaching all the internal bracing to the underside of the 

soundboard
• constructing the mandolin all these separate 

components around the form to ensure that the shape of 
the instrument would conform exactly to the planned 
dimensions

• attaching a carefuly contoured fingerboard and then 
insetting the frets

• then the delicate work to create and install the inlay in 
the soundboard, the fingerboard, and the machine head 
as well as the purfling edging on the edges of the body 
of the mandolin

• constructing the bridge
• and finally setting up the instrument with countless 

adjustments to get the best possible sound

If I was living in Brisbane instead of rural Victoria I'm sure I 
would have visited her workshop just about every day to see 
it "in the flesh" but the photos she sent helped overcome the 
tyranny of distance. I asked Annette if she would object to 
my writing an article for Plucked Strings about this 
mandolin's construction and she was very obliging and 
particularly with the large number of progress photos she 
sent to me. So with her permission I have included a 
number of her photos in this article.

Eventually Annette informed me that she had finished the 
instrument and that she was satisfied with its sound. To my 
distress I learned that she would continue to play in the 
instrument for a while longer, partly for her own interest in 
how its sound changed in the first few days and partly to 
allow her to do minor adjustments in setting it up, if any 
were necessary. 

Finally she announced that it was on its way to me via 
courier well protected in the fibreglass case I'd bought over 
the Net (Bobalek make great instrument cases!) and the 
outer packing of boxes within boxes and lots of bubblewrap. 
My agony of waiting was finally over and I'm totally satisfied 
with this beautiful instrument! I'm currently playing it in two 
different groups with a very eclectic range of genres and 
have had very good feedback about this instrument, both it's 
physical beauty and the quality of its sound. So I have 
nothing but praise for Annette's wonderful craftsmanship 
and can thoroughly recommend her to anybody interested in 
buying a beautiful hand-crafted flatback mandolin. 

It has been a fascinating experience to "watch" this 
instrument being made to my specifications, albeit through 
numerous emails and many photos. 

Danny Silver

(on the following pages is a selection from the many photos 
sent to me by Annette Huth to illustrate some of the stages 
of construction the mandolin. I make no apology for the 
large number of photos included here as the aim of this 
article is to demonstrate how complex and demanding is the 
task of the luthier. I am in awe of Annette's skill and patience 
and I'm the proud owner of an instrument which sounds as 
beautiful as it looks!)
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Fig. 1: photos of end-grain of soundboard timber - 
choices, choices! 
Fig. 2: rosewood for fingerboard and bridge 
Fig. 3: a form around which the mandolin body is built 
Fig. 4: another view of the form 
Fig. 5: tail and neck block timbers glued to form for 
shaping before sides are glued to them 
Fig. 6: first pre-bent side is applied to form & glued to 
tail and neck blocks 
Fig. 7: both sides glued to tail and neck blocks Fig. 1

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 4 Fig. 5

Fig. 6 Fig. 7
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Fig. 8: clamps removed, shape of mandolin body visible now 
Fig. 9: two halves of back with thin rosewood fillet before 
gluing together 
Fig 10: gluing and clamping back "plate" of mandolin; 
soundboard is made similarly but without rosewood fillet 
Fig. 11: cutting thin groove on underside of soundboard 
before careful bending and gluing 
Fig. 12: gluiing and clamping of bent soundboard 
Fig. 13: soundhole cut, bracing bars glued to underside of 
soundboard 
Fig. 14: preparing decorative inlay of rosewood and mother 
of pearl before gluing to recess cut into soundboard  Fig. 8

Fig. 9 Fig. 10

Fig. 11 Fig. 12

Fig. 13
Fig. 14
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Fig. 15: shaped inlay pieces ready to be glued to 
recesses cut into sound board (confusing picture as 
these individual pieces are sitting on the back plate!) 
Fig. 16: neck halves with central rosewood fillet ready 
for gluing 

Fig. 17: gluing neck halves and rosewood fillet 
Fig. 18. carving neck  
Fig. 19: decorative inlay for the machine head 
Fig. 20: finished decorative inlay of machine head, 
holes drilled for tuners 
Fig 21: comparing inlay on soundboard with inlay on 
machine head Fig. 15

Fig. 16 Fig. 17

Fig. 18 Fig. 19

Fig. 20 Fig. 21
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Fig. 22: gluing  neck to neckblock of mandolin body 
with care to ensure correct angle of neck to front of 
body 
Fig. 23: glued up neck showing mortice/tenon joint 
Fig. 24: finished soundboard glued to sides of 
mandolin after removal of form  

Fig. 25. back of mandolin has been glued to sides 

Fig. 26: purfling applied to top and bottom edges of 
mandolin body for appearance and added strength 
Fig. 27: finished fingerboard with slots cut for frets 
FIg. 28: fingerboard glued to neck Fig. 22

Fig. 23 Fig. 24

Fig. 25 Fig. 26

Fig. 27 Fig. 28
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Fig. 29: view of completed back with purfling 

Fig. 30: carved armrest before attachment to body 
of mandolin 

Fig. 31: view of front of mandolin with armrest 
attached 
Fig. 32: several bridges to choose from 

Fig. 33: view of polished and completed mandolin 
with frets, tuners, nut, and strings, of course! 

Fig. 34: side view of the mandolin 

Fig. 35: view of back of the mandolin
Fig. 29

Fig. 30 Fig. 31

Fig. 32 Fig. 33

Fig. 34 Fig. 35


